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Welcome
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I originally trained as a nurse
and it was only when I gave up
work to have my family that I
became really involved with craft
work, although as a child I had
loved sewing. Card making ful-
filled my needs while my children
were very young. Now, as my boys
are getting older I have returned 
to my career. I became a ‘mature’
student studying for a Masters
degree by distance learning at the
University of Glasgow, I also work
part time running a travel clinic in
a GP surgery, but I still love to do
card making in my spare time.

My involvement in a national
travel group for the medical pro-
fession led to my organising a 
conference for 200 people and I am
making patchwork cards to thank
all the speakers who attended the
day. Because I have been so very
busy, I thought I would order my
shopping on line with Tesco! This
proved to be quite difficult initially,
because the service has been so
popular that the system appeared
not to be able to cope, I therefore
had to contact headquarters. The
address sounded very familiar and
then I realised it was practically
next door to Craft Creations in
Delamare Road! It’s strange how
small a world it is! Anyway, the

conference was a great success and
now I’ve decided to continue to
shop on line – this will provide
time to make a few extra cards
each week!

This issue provides many ideas
to try out and is full of bright and
cheerful spring colours. With
Easter being quite late this year
you still have time to make your
Easter cards. Hen and Chick,
Easter Message, Bunny Faces,
Parchment Cross, Nest Egg and
Easter Embroidery provide plenty
of choice. I particularly like floral
cards and we have a great selection
in Quick Stitch, Floral Theme, Silk
Freesias and Spring Quilling. This
latter article by Eileen Walters has
excellent instructions and diagrams.
I have never been very successful
with quilling but this has inspired
me to have another go!

We have a selection of features
to make cards for more ‘male 
orientated’ hobbies in Sailing,
Snookered, Bowling Along, Foot-
ball Mad and Gone Fishing which 
I am sure will be very popular.
Whilst Craft Creations provide a
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huge and ever extending range of
greetings cards, Patterned Cards 
by Julie Nyanyo gives you ideas to
increase that selection even further!
Animal themed cards are provided
in Hessian Pig and some new 3D
découpage papers by Janet Pryor.
The other new decoupage papers
we have are of various toys and
their creator Jill Fawley has come
up trumps once again with such
adorable designs. More terrific 
creations are provided by our
designer profile features - Mary
Crooke and Joy Myatt demonstrate
how formal training is not neces-
sary to create very talented work.

Must dash now to place another
food order – two hours saved 
in driving to the supermarket,
trudging those aisles, packing 
up the shopping and loading it
into the car. That’s worth at least
another three cards completed!

Jane Chiodini.



Bowling Along
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By Marie Hewitt

Materials Required:
Green paper 76mm x 76mm.
3mm Quilling paper: White x 2, Black x 4, 
Brown x 1, Red x 1 and Blue x 1.
Black pen and ruler.
Quilling tool.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Draw an 83mm square towards the top centre

of the card mount using the black pen and the
ruler to keep the lines straight.

Glue two pieces of quilling paper diagonally
across the green square to make the lanes and
trim to the edges of the ‘green’. Glue this central-
ly inside the border drawn on the card.

To make the
jack use a 1⁄8
strip of black
rolled into a
tight peg, glue
the end, add a
3⁄4 strip of white
around the
black and glue
the end to keep it from unrolling.

The centre of each bowl is made from a 1⁄8 strip
of brown again rolled into a tight peg. Add a 1⁄4
strip of blue for two of them and a 1⁄4 strip of red
for the other two. Finish with a 3⁄4 length of black
around each and glue the ends.

Once dry gently press the cen-
tre of each bowl and the jack with
the quilling tool, biro or similar to
give a gently rounded effect, glue
the underside to hold shape. Glue
the bowls onto the green and add
the greeting in black pen.

Glue Glue Glue

Push�



Easter Embroidery
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By Marian Chivers

Materials Required:
Polyester silk fabric 13cm x 16cm.
Fabric paints: Beige Pearl, Green and 
Light Green.
Silk ribbon: 7mm: Lemon, Yellow and Gold.
4mm: Beige. 3mm: Cream.
Ribbon needle and a small paintbrush.
Happy Easter rubber stamp and Gold ink pad.
Dressmakers carbon and tracing paper.
Embroidery hoop and 2oz wadding.
Bee sticker. 
2mm Glass beads: Honey x 3.
Threads, see chart below. 
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP48G, Bright Yellow/ 
Silver Sparkle.

To Make The Card:
Trace the design overleaf excluding the

wording and bee onto the tracing paper. I
have used a stick on bee, if you would pre-
fer to stitch or paint the bee trace it as well.

Place the carbon ink side down over the
silk and the tracing on top of this. Retrace
over the design to transfer it to the fabric
and remove the tracing and carbon papers. Aperture�Painting Diagram�

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  470      Leaf Green          255             1410
B   -  3346    Stem Green         257             1411
C  -  471      Green                   266             1603
D  -  472      Pale Green          254             1604
E   -  611       Brown                  898             1607
F   -  742      Orange                 303             0114
G  -  727      Lemon                 293             0110
H  -  333      Purple                  112             0903
I    -  842      Eggshell               388             1906
J    -  310      Black                    403            Black

Place the silk over the diagram lining up the
two images so that the wording shows through
in the correct place. Using a gold ink pad stamp
the Happy Easter wording onto the silk.

Using light green, paint a grassy patch onto
the silk where shown working across the fabric
from side to side and leaving the edges rough.
Paint in the grass using short firm upright
strokes and green paint. Fill in the eggshell using
beige pearl paint. Leave aside until dry.

Place the fabric into an embroidery hoop to
keep it taut. 

Actual Size
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Work the daffodil leaves
in satin stitch. Use 2 strands
of 472 on the small leaf by
the purple Muscari and the
top of the folded leaf. Work
the lower part of the folded
leaf using 471 and continue
with a row of backstitch
along the top edge of the
upper part of the leaf. Work
the tall leaf in 471.

Using 2 strands of 727
work the chick’s head in
short straight stitches radiat-
ing out from the beak. Work
the chick’s body using simi-
lar size stitches as the head
and following the line of the
head, work in rows to fill in
the rest of the body. Using 1
strand of 742 work the beak
in straight stitches. Using 1 strand of 310 make a
stitch along the lower edge of the top half of the
beak, continuing in 310 work a french knot for
the eye. Stitch round the egg shell using 1 strand
of 842 and stem stitch.

Work the Hazel stems in
stem stitch using 2 strands of
611 adding a couple of short
straight stitches to the top of 
the straight stem. 

Use 2 strands of 472 to work
the daffodil stems and primrose
stem in stem stitch then contin-
uing with 472 work the top of
the Primrose stem in satin stitch.

Using 2 strands of 333 work
the Muscari flowers in french
knots. Using a single strand of
3346 make a few straight stitch-
es for the Muscari stems.

Using yellow
ribbon work 5
outer daffodil
petals in Japanese
stitch as shown in

the diagram and the trumpet in two stitches
using gold ribbon.

Use lemon ribbon to stitch 5 Primrose petals
in a circle for each of the three lower flowers and

3 for the tall flower. Using 1 strand of 742
over-sew each petal with a small straight
stitch and stitch a bead into the centre.

Cut approx. 15cm length of beige ribbon,
fold both ends over and fold in half length-
wise. Use 1 strand of 611 thread, fasten at
one end of the folded ribbon and make
small running stitches along the full length.

Gently pull the thread and push the 
ribbon to gather it until the catkin is
formed, make a couple of stitches in the
end to hold the gathers in place. Stitch 
onto the Hazel branch and fasten off on 
the reverse side. Make 4
more catkins varying the
length of the ribbon slightly.

Stick the bee onto the
design. Cut the wadding to
fit the aperture, place the
design and wadding into
the aperture and mount in
the usual way.

A� B� C� D� E� F� G� H� I� J �

2 1

Actual Size



Spring Quilling
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By Eileen Walters
In this article I have included instructions for

marbling your own paper, using a method which
is both very simple and effective but, if you don’t
want to give it a try you could use any paper
with a light random pattern.

Materials Required:
Quilling paper: 3mm: Pale Yellow, Dark Yellow,
Green and Purple. 1.5mm: Pale Yellow, Green,
Light Green and White.
Quilling tool, tracing paper and masking tape.
Cork tile or fibre-board and long pins.
Marbled background paper.
Peel off sticker: PE058.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP48U, Deep Green.

To Make The Card:
Glue the marbled paper behind the aperture

and glue the card closed.
The petals are made using the ‘husking’

method. I have used a ‘husking mat’ but winding
round a series of pins is the original method and
works equally well.

The diagram below shows how to work the
‘husking’ method. As each type of flower will
need a different pin layout, the instructions for
winding and finishing off the different types of
petals are shown with the pin layouts in the
flower instructions.

Place a sheet of tracing paper over the dots
relevant to the flower you are going to work,
mark the position of each dot on the paper. Place
the tracing onto the cork tile and tape in position.

Push the pins in
through the dots
and wind the
paper round
them following
this method.
When you have
finished winding
check the finish-
ing instructions

Start

for the petal you are making before pulling the
pins out to remove the petal. Note: All the wind-
ing is shown larger than actual size for clarity.

Daffodils:
Make 3 of these. Using pale yellow 1.5mm

paper make six petals for each flower. Use the
pin layout shown in the inset box and the wind-
ing diagram. Finish by winding the paper round
the outside once and glue-
ing the end as shown.
Remove from the pins and
lightly pinch the tip.

Roll a 1⁄3 length of 3mm
pale yellow into a peg, glue
the end so that it does not unroll
and remove from the tool.
Gently push the centre to form a
cone and glue inside to keep the
shape. Once dry pin the cone
onto a quilling work board and
using a small amount of P.V.A. glue the
petals evenly around the flower centre.

Glue
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Violets:
Make 3 of these. Using 1⁄4 length of 3mm pur-

ple make four loose coils. Wind the paper onto
the tool, remove it and let it
unwind slightly then glue the end.
Pinch one end on two of the coils
to make teardrop shapes, pinch
both ends to make eye shapes on
the other two coils.

Using dark yellow 3mm paper and the pin
layout inset below, wind the petals as shown
below taking the paper twice around the outside
before glueing the end as shown. Remove the
pins and lightly pinch at the point to hold shape.

Make a 1⁄8 length peg for the
flower centre. Pin one teardrop
shape point upwards onto the
board, place the second one
beside it and glue them together
at the base. Glue the yellow
petal below in the centre and an
eye shape to either side of this pointing outwards
at the bottom, then glue the peg onto the centre
of the flower.

Snowdrops:
Make 5 of these. Using 1.5mm white and the

pin layout below, wind the petals finishing and
glueing where shown. Remove from the pins and
pinch firmly at the point shown. 

Make 5 of these. Using a 1⁄8
length of 1.5mm light green,
make a peg lay it on it’s side
and press to flatten. Glue the
flattened peg to the folded
end of the snowdrop.

Tall Leaves:
Make 4 of these, the lengths should vary

slightly, mine are between 4 and 5cm long. Using
green 3mm paper make a loop approximately
1cm in length at one end, glue at the bottom.

Continue wrapping the paper to
form loops, each a little larger
than the previous one, until you
have the desired length, secure at
the bottom with glue. Pinch at
base and holding between thumb
and first finger flatten the sides
and curve gently to give it shape.

Base Leaves:
Make 7 of these. Using 1⁄4

length of 3mm green paper make
a loose coil as described previ-
ously. Pinch both ends of the coil
and twist slightly to shape.

Double Leaves:
Make 2 of these. Using 1⁄4 length of 3mm green

paper make a loose coil, pinch one end to form a
teardrop then flatten one side. Make another the
same, glue the flat sides
together leaving a small
piece unglued at the end
to insert the stem into.

Stems And Thin Leaves:
The stems and leaves

are made from varying
lengths of paper folded
in half and glued to give
added stiffness. These
are best cut as they are
needed in the design.
The top of each leaf and stem on the snowdrops
should be trimmed at an angle as shown.

Use 1.5mm green for daffodil and violet stems
and 3mm green for violet leaf stems. Use 1.5mm
light green for the snowdrops.

Glue Glue

Flatten�
Sides

Flatten�
Sides

Flatten

Pinch
Glue

Lightly
  Pinch

Glue
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Marbling
You will need marbling ink, a pipette or

drinking straw, a shallow tray (a photographic
tray or something similar works well), this needs
to be slightly larger than the paper to be marbled
- A4 is a good standard size.

Fill the tray two thirds full with warm tap
water. Drop small drops of marbling ink over 
the surface, this is best done with a pipette or 
an ordinary drinking straw, use just one or two
colours. Allow the ink to form a pattern, you 
can help this along by gently blowing through 
a straw onto the surface of the water. 

Hold the paper at one end and gently place it
onto the surface of the water. The paper needs to
‘lay’ on the surface, it should not be immersed.

Glue the pieces onto the card in two stages
beginning with those shown below. All these
pieces are glued flat onto the card, use the pic-
ture as a guide for placement. Begin with the
snowdrop leaves and go on to the tall leaves
inside the aperture, add the stems trimming to
length as you go. Next add the leaves and finally
the flowers.

Approx�
10cm

All the remaining pieces are glued partially 
or fully on top of those previously placed. Begin
with the remaining daffodil, go on to the violets
and their stems and the two base leaves. Finish
with the two remaining snowdrops.

Add the peel off sticker onto the background
to complete the design.

Immediately, and taking care not to push the
paper under, remove it from the water. The
design will have transferred onto the paper, place
it on a flat surface to dry. 

The amount of ink on the surface of the water
will determine the depth of colour, only one or a
maximum of two sheets can be done before more
ink needs to be added. After three or four uses it
is best to empty the container and replace with
fresh water.

The inks I used were pearlised so after drying
the paper needed to be sprayed with a fixative to
preserve the marbling. When they are completely
dry again store the marbled papers under a
heavy book until required.
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Primrose Card
Extra Materials Required:
Quilling paper, 3mm: Lilac, Very Pale Lilac,
Yellow, Lime Green and Very Pale Green. 
5mm: White.
Green Parch Marque paper 10cm x 14cm.
Pen and pearlised Lilac ink.
Crimper.
Card mount: AP50P, Spring.

To Make The Card:
I have penned a quotation onto the back-

ground paper using pearlised ink. If your 
handwriting is not very neat there are lots of
alternative ways of adding messages to the
card. It could very easily be done on the com-
puter, choose a text colour to tone with the 
card and print out onto the background paper.
Place the paper behind the aperture and glue
the card closed. 

Lilac Flowers:
Make 2 of these. Using lilac paper make

seven petals following the instructions given
for the daffodil petals. Fringe a 1⁄4 length of white
5mm quilling paper
and join to a 1⁄8 length
of yellow paper. Wind
onto the quilling tool
starting with the yel-
low and glue the end before
removing from the tool. Pin
onto the work board and glue
the seven petals evenly round
the fringed centre before gently
bending out the fringes.

Yellow Flowers:
Make 2 of these. Using yellow paper make

five petals in the same way as for the lilac, these
petals are shorter and rounder than the
daffodil petals so use the diagram right
for pin positions. Finely fringe a 1⁄8
length of yellow and lime green,
wind them together on the tool
and glue the end before removing.
Pin onto the board and glue the
five petals evenly round it. Make
one extra fringed flower.

Bell Flowers:
Make 3 of these. Using 1⁄4 length

of yellow paper roll into a tight peg
and glue the end. Push into a cone
shape approx. 1cm long and coat
the inside with glue, allow to dry.

Leaves:
Make 8 large and 4 small leaves.

Use lime green, 1⁄2 lengths for large
leaves and 1⁄4 lengths for small. Make
a loose coil, glue the end. Pinch at
each end twisting gently to shape.

For the border and curved leaves glue a
length of very pale green paper onto the back of
a length of very pale lilac and leave aside until
the glue has dried. I ran them through a crimper
before cutting to length, if you don’t have a
crimper, use them straight. Run a very thin line
of glue around the inside edge of the aperture
and glue the border onto it edge on, holding with
tweezers if necessary. Arrange the flowers and
leaves, glue all the pieces onto the card using the
picture as a guide.
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  Letters
It is always interesting to receive letters from you, so we

have decided the time has come to share some of them with
you all. Please continue to send in all your comments on any
craft related subject and of course on the magazine as we
always enjoy reading them.

Highams Park, London, E4

Dear Craft Creations,

I was so delighted when all the back copies of the magazine arrived plus
all the lovely free gifts - Thank you. My only hobbies up until now have
been knitting and cross stitch. So, you can imagine at the age of 77 to be
able, with the help of your magazine, to create so many lovely cards that
seem to give a lot of pleasure to members of my family and friends. Long
may you reign.

Mrs P. Cleever.

Stockport, Cheshire, SK7

Hi Friends,

Wow! With all the items you have now I am needing a
second mortgage - between you and the fact that a
new store has opened nearby stocking a lot of your
catalogue items - well I’m in ectasy.

However being disabled I still find it easier to buy direct
from you most of the time. There really are not enough
hours in the day to try out all the projects I am inter-
ested in, please keep the magazine and all the new
products coming. Thanks for a brill service all round.

Nicky Livings.

Cannock, Staffordshire, WS11

Dear All at Craft Creations,

Thank you once again for another super inspirational
issue of your magazine. 

I have a query, why do you not advertise your magazine
along with your cards etc. in various publications? I am
sure you could get a lot more subscribers if more people
knew about it.

Fay Anderson.

We are just beginning to advertise in other craft magazines
and will increase this type of coverage as time goes by. Our
website brings in quite a few subscribers, especially from
overseas.

Winnersh, Berkshire, RG41

Dear Jenny and Paul,

Last March I attended a Saturday course on creating
cards to give me some ideas other than cross stitch
for my cards. This fired my enthusiasm and since then 
I have been using a variety of techniques from 3D
Découpage to Pergamano, rubber stamping to glass
painting. I only make one-offs
for close relatives.

I have been buying back issues
of the Craft Creations maga-
zine for further inspiration
and am slowly building up my
back issues. In issue 14 Jan
Claxton introduced a way of
using CD’s for cards with a
musical or computer
theme. I Have now Made
quite a number of these
cards (not like me!) to see
what different subjects
look like silhouetted against
them.

I thought you might be inter-
ested in seeing the outcome
of my experiment.

Fay Martin.

The New Millennium has encouraged lots more poeple than usual to send
New Year cards. This has also prompted many of you to send in samples
of the cards you made for the New Millennium.

Here are just a few of the ones we
received, sorry we don’t have room to
show all of them.

Right: This beautiful card was made by
Catherine Collet in Switzerland and
must have taken hours to cut out.

Below: A pretty 3D card made by
Mrs K. Pickard from Huddersfield,

using just a 
snippet of our multi-coloured 
millennium paper.

Right: Card sent in by June Ford
from Lincolnshire showing just
one of the many cards she sent
to her friends and family using
background paper, sequins and
bows.

Canwick Heath, Lincoln, LN4

Dear Craft Creations,

I feel I must write and tell you how pleased I am with your découpage
papers. The flower bunches are testing me a bit, cutting out each tiny
piece in it’s right place for building up but, the end result is great. I am
also very pleased you are doing the designs in smaller sizes.

Are you likely to be doing any birth or christening designs in the near
future, could we have some in neutral colours rather than pink or blue so
they can be prepared in advance of the birth before we have discovered if
it’s a boy or girl. Other designs which come to mind are those suitable for
the men in our lives, ships, cars, motorbikes etc.

Thank you for the lovely magazine it is very interesting to see the things
other poeple do.

Mrs K. Sharp.

Check out the toy room papers in this issue, we are working on designs aimed
at men, but they probably won’t be released until later this year. Thanks for
your suggestions.



Hessian Pig
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By Mary Shepherd

Materials Required:
Finely woven hessian 10cm x 13cm.
Photomount 7cm x 10cm.
Pentaclear transparent film 
7cm x 10cm.
Overhead projector pen with fine nib.
Acrylic paint: Brick Red, Black and Yellow.
Stencil brush and masking tape.
Craft knife, scissors and 1 joggle eye.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
PCD3U, Deep Green.
Card mount: SF03U, Parch Marque Cream.

To Make The Card:
Place the transparent film over the diagram 

of the pig. Trace over the lines with the projector
pen. Cut away the coloured areas with a sharp
craft knife to make a stencil.

Place the stencil onto the hessian and hold 
in place with masking tape so it cannot move
while you are working. Colour the pig in brick
red, either leaving gaps for the hessian to show
through for shading as I have in the main picture
or use black paint as in the second design. Leave
aside to dry.

Peel one backing sheet from the photomount,
apply to the back of the painted hessian and

press on firmly. Cut out the pig leaving approx.
2mm of hessian showing all the way round.

Using the hessian left over from cutting out
the pig cut a strip 13cm x 2cm. Pull away the
long strands in the top 1 to 1.5cm to make a
fringe, save the strands for later. Cut the ends 
of the fringe to make them uneven and paint 
the strip yellow.

Glue the green panel centrally onto the card
mount. Peel the backing sheet from the pig and
position him onto the card with his feet about
half a centimetre above the lower edge of the
green panel, press firmly into place.

Glue the back of the strip of hay and place it
along the card below the pig. Take two strands 
of hessian saved earlier, tie them into a bow and
trim the ends to length. Glue the bow onto the
pig’s tail and finally glue on the joggle eye.

Actual Size



Silk Freesias
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To Make The Card:
Wash and iron the silk so

that it is free of any treatment
and is perfectly flat.

Place the silk centrally over
the diagram on the left and
trace the design onto the silk
using a vanishing marker pen.
If you find it difficult to see the
design through the silk trace it
onto tracing paper first, place
the tracing on a light-box or
tape it onto a bright window,
place the silk over the tracing
and retrace the design onto it.

Gently stretch the piece of
silk across the frame and attach
with pins. If you don’t have a
frame use an embroidery hoop
large enough to take the design
with a small gap around the

By Hilary Broad
Silk painting is one of today’s

fastest growing crafts and is an
ideal medium for creating beauti-
ful greetings cards. I find it gives
lovely results with many different
kinds of flowers.

Materials Required:
Silk 14cm x 14cm 
(habotai 8 or silk twill).
White card 14cm x 14cm.
Vanishing marker pen.
Tube of Black gutta.
Frame and pins.
Paintbrush.
Masking tape.
Iron fix silk paints: Magenta, 
Blue and Green.
UHU All purpose adhesive 
or P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP52U, Dark Blue.

Actual Size
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edge (the paint may mark this). You could even
use an empty food tray or ice cream tub, stretch
the silk across the container and secure with
masking tape or a rubber band.

Apply the gutta straight from the tube follow-
ing the lines made by the pen, y ou have about
two hours before the vanishing pen lines disap-
pear! If you are new to silk painting you may
want to practise on a spare piece of silk to get the
feel of it. The right amount of pressure is needed
to get a smooth line, too heavy and the line will
blob, too light and the line will be broken. Whilst
practising with the gutta make enclosed shapes,
these will be useful later as ‘test areas’ when
starting to paint.

The gutta line needs to be unbroken as this is
what stops the colour leaking from one area to
another, take special care at the joins between
segments. Once the outlines are completed look
at the back of the work to see there are no gaps.
Leave aside until the gutta has
dried.

Mix a couple of drops of blue,
magenta and green ink together
with a few drops of water to achieve
a very pale wash of colour. Use the
brush to just touch the flower cen-
tres with this wash. Don’t use too
much paint as the colour will spread
too far up the petals.

Colour the petals of the back
flower blue applying with the brush
a little at a time until the colour
spreads to the gutta line. 

Paint the right hand flower and
buds in the same way using magen-
ta and the third flower in a mix of
blue and magenta.

The highlights on the petals give
the flowers shape. While the paint is
still damp put a little water onto the
brush and apply to each petal in a
‘V’ following the shape of the tip of
the petal. Dab a slightly wet brush
onto the tip of the largest bud to
highlight it.

Paint the stem and leaf in green,
and the bud leaves in green watered
down just slightly.

Paint the segments in the back-
ground with watered down blue
and green alternately.

Paint the outer border in green and a mix of
blue and magenta, mix enough of the colour on 
a palette to complete the circle before starting to
avoid a colour change part way round.

Once the work is completely dry fix the
design following the instructions for the paints
you have used.

When mounting into a dark coloured card put
white paper or wadding behind the design so
that the mount colour does not show through
and degrade the colours in the painting.

You may notice that the outlines on these
designs are particularly neat and even, this is
because I have developed a way of pre-printing
the gutta outlines onto the silk instead of work-
ing each one by hand. If you have difficulty
drawing freehand from a tube of gutta, Craft
Creations stock my range of pre-printed silks.
Tel: 01992 781900 for details.



Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch, 1 strand for the 
backstitch and french knots.

Use 2 strands for the rod, 1 strand for the 
line and work each in a long straight stitch. 
This design fits an AP13U card.

Stitch Count: width 22 x depth 30.
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By Jo Keel

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  800      Light Blue           144             0907
B   -  798      Dark Blue            146             1010
C  -  937      Green                   262             1407
D  -  225      Pink                      892             0306
E   -  301      Brown                  349             2009
F   -  741      Orange                 316             0201
     -  310      Black outlining   403            Black

This card has been stitched using DMC
thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads 
may give a slightly different, although equally
pleasing, finished result. 



Patterned Cards
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By Julie Nyanyo

Materials Required:
Patterned paper: Wrapping paper or thin 
wallpaper work well.
Spray adhesive.
Craft knife, ruler and a cutting mat.

To Make The Card:
The idea is to cover two of the card mount

panels so the pattern goes across the front and
back on the outside of the card. Roughly cut the
patterned paper to size. Lay this face down on a

protected surface,
if the pattern has 
a ‘right way up’,
make sure it is,
then spray with
adhesive following
the instructions on
the can.

With the card
face down and the
right way up fold
the left hand flap
in and unfold
halfway again.
Pick the card up,
holding by the 
part folded flap is
easiest, and lower
it onto the sticky
paper, if the paper

has a geometric pattern be sure to keep the card
in line with this. Keeping the folded flap upright
press firmly all over to eliminate any air bubbles.

Carefully cut away the excess paper from
around the card using a sharp craft knife and

ruler. Open the
card fully and
keeping it face
down cut away
the paper from
inside the aper-
ture. The card
is ready for
your chosen
design.

To make a match-
ing envelope, cut a
thin strip of the same
paper to fit onto the
short edge. Spray the
strip with adhesive
and press onto the 
left hand edge of the
envelope.



Floral Theme
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By Irene Ace

To make this type of card you
need to collect together a mixture
of silk and dried flowers, leaves,
grasses and florists moss. Have a
selection of card blanks handy in
different colours these can be
with or without apertures as either will work
well. To complement the plants and complete 
the designs I have used either miniature wicker
baskets or fridge magnets, when selecting a
fridge magnet be sure it is not too heavy or the
card will not stand properly.

If you are using aperture cards background
paper or card will add contrast and show the
shape framing the design. I like to use something
with a very light pattern or a bit of texture on it
for this rather than just a plain flat white.

I have used parchment butterflies in two of
the cards, if you have not done parchment craft
simply use bits of plant to make the butterflies,
petals for the wings and leaf or grass pieces for
the body, alternatively you could use paper
shapes or peel off butterflies, there are so many
options available.

Above: I started this design by making a back-
ground out of pressed flowers, place them onto the
card making sure you keep them low at the centre
for the magnet to fit into. When you are happy

with the layout carefully glue the flowers
onto the card. This is best done by putting
a little P.V.A. adhesive onto an old saucer
and using a pair of tweezers to hold the
flower, dab a very small amount of glue
onto it with the point of a cocktail stick.
Attach the fridge magnet with sticky 
fixers, these are much stronger than P.V.A.
and should prevent it from falling off.

Left: When using an aperture card start 
by putting the background paper behind
the aperture, glue into place and glue the
card closed. Florists moss is lovely for
making a thicker more substantial base 
as I have done here and you can push silk
flower-heads into it so they look like they
are growing through, I have added a
few grasses behind this which made a
very comfy resting place for my pig.
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I have included a dia-
gram of the butterfly which
you can work from. If you
want to make parchment
butterflies you will need: 
a small amount of 120mic
tracing paper, a mapping
pen, white and black ink,
an embossing pad or a 
folded tea towel, a single
needle perforating tool 
and some felt tipped pens
for colouring.

Place the tracing paper
over the diagram and trace
over all the lines using
white ink, this is the right
side. Turn the tracing over,
place on the embossing pad
or tea towel and emboss all
the traced lines. Still on the
reverse, colour the wings as

desired. Turn to the right
side again and use black
ink to highlight the
wings and body using
the photo as a guide.
Place the butterfly onto
the embossing pad and
perforate around the
edge with the perforating
tool. Carefully pull or cut

round the butterfly to separate
it from the excess background
paper.
Above: The basket cards are 
very simple to make. Put the
background paper into the card
and glue closed as before. Then
simply glue the basket onto the
card at the lower centre of the
aperture add a small amount of

moss underneath the
basket to hide the bot-
tom and give it a bit of 
a base. Glue a selection
of silk flowers and
leaves spilling out of 
the top of the basket
until you have a pleas-
ing shape. I placed a
parchment butterfly
above the flowers for
added interest.

Left: The design on this
card is worked in much
the same way as the 
previous one but I have
used a smaller card and
have kept the flowers
and leaves in a more
compact shape. The 
basket itself is the same
size in both cards.

Actual Size



DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  610      Medium Brown  889             2106
B   -  3031    Mocha Brown     380             2005
C  -  552      Violet                     99             0713
D  -  550      Purple                  101             0714
E   -  209      Pale Violet             97             0711
     -  310      Black Outlining  403            Black
     -  791      Blue Outlining   178             0904
     -               Silver Lines              -                    -

Easter Message
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By Joanne Sanderson
Stitched on 28 count White Evenweave worked

across two squares. You could use 14 count White Aida
worked over one square instead if you prefer. 
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Work the
crown of thorns
in 1 strand of
black after
stitching the
main chart.
Using 2
strands
for the
cross
stitch
and 1
strand

for the back-
stitch, verse
and french
knot.

This fine
design fits an
AP02U card.
Stitch Count:
width 51 x
depth 73.
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Mary Crooke
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Designer Profile
At School I

was always more
interested in the
artistic classes
rather than the
academic ones, so
I was encouraged
by my teachers 
to attend an art
college.

It was a great
disappointment
when home 
circumstances
prevented me
from following
this up as a career
prospect.

In spite of this I have maintained an interest
in arts and crafts by
reading craft books
and magazines.
Over the years I
have also enjoyed
doing a wide range
of craftwork. 
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Above: Unfortunately I spoiled a green card but
to avoid waste I recycled the front of the card by
cutting a fancy edge onto it. I put my work behind
it then stuck it onto the front of another card.

Above: I got the idea for this card
from an encyclopaedia of needle-
work. It would originally have
been made in white thread on
white linen for either bed or
table wear. I imagine many years
ago it would have been stitched
by candlelight or an oil lamp.

This has maintained
my interest further 
giving me more incen-
tive to be even more
creative.

Family and friends
save anything that they
think may come in 
useful ranging from
ribbon, coloured
envelopes (these are
ideal when making
quilled cards!), fancy
packaging, coloured

My main passion is to design and create 
original items of work. These have ranged from
designing tatting patterns, designing knitwear
patterns, making model figurines and dressing
them in period costumes.

Over the last few years I have had great plea-
sure in making
greeting cards 
for all occasions.
Initially I made
them just for fam-
ily and friends,
but as I became
more skilled in
this area I decided
to make and sell
in aid of charity.
As I ordered vari-
ous items from
Craft Creations
they forwarded
me details about
their magazine
which I conse-
quently decided
to subscribe to.

Above: The flowers on this card
follow round inside the aperture
really nicely. Each petal is worked
in bullion stitch, varying the
stitch length to get larger or
smaller petals. I have added tiny
glass beads to the flower centres
and padded behind the work
when mounting.
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sweet wrappers, pieces of card, etc. etc. My spare
bedroom is overflowing with all of these items in
tins, bags and boxes so I guess you could say I
am a bit of a fanatic at collecting bits and bobs.

These donated items plus the items that I
have collected over the years help me to continue
making unique cost effective cards.

Right: I have cut an aper-
ture out of the front of this
single fold card as I want-
ed a deckled edge. The
work is mounted onto a
spare piece of the same
colour card and glued into
the card mount.

Above: The blue flowers
are simple chain stitch
with a tiny bead at the cen-
tre of each, the numbers
are outlined in stem stitch.
Fused pearl beads are
glued in a circle onto the
padded white satin.



Bunny Faces
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Lay the velour face down checking the direction of
the pile, it should feel smooth when stroked from top to
bottom. Lay the wadding onto the velour and the card
face onto this. Cut the velour round the card leaving an
extra 1cm all
round. Snip
into the velour
to within 3mm
of the card as
shown. Run a
line of glue
around the
card face and
stretch the 
fabric over it
holding in
place until dry.

By Valerie Harrison

Materials Required:
Pink or White stretch velour 16cm x 11cm.
Printed fabric 10cm x 10cm.
25cm Length of 1.5cm wide ribbon in a
colour to match the printed fabric.
Stiff card 8cm x 9cm.
2oz Wadding 8cm x 9cm.
Fabric paints: Black and White.
Red colouring pencil.
Tailors chalk.
Tracing paper.
Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U, Lavender or 
Pale Green.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the dia-

gram of the bunny face and trace the
outer line. Place the tracing face down on
the stiff card and retrace, thus transferring
the line to the card. Cut out the card face
and place it over the wadding. Cut the
wadding to size using the card face as 
a template.

Wadding

Velour

Card

Glue

Actual Size
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Mark two oblongs each 5cm x 9cm
onto the velour and two onto the pat-
terned fabric and cut them out. Trace the
stitch line diagram below onto tracing
paper and cut out the shape.

Place one of the
two patterned
oblongs face down,
lay the tracing onto
it with the bottom
edge of the tracing
against the bottom
of the fabric and
centrally side to
side, trace round
using tailors
chalk. Mark the
other patterned
oblong in the
same way.

Place one
velour oblong
and one pat-
terned oblong
right sides
together and
stitch along the
chalk line, the
pile on the
velour should be
smooth when stroked from bottom to top.
Trim the corners and turn right way out.
Make the second ear in the same way.

Fold the velour round the
fabric until it almost touches
in the middle to give the ears
shape and glue them onto
the back of the padded face.
Apply some glue to the back
of the face and position it on
the card pressing firmly until
it is stuck. Fold one ear
down and use a dab of glue
to fasten the folded end to
the card. 

Using black fabric paint
draw on the face and high-
light the eyes in white. Use
the red pencil to redden the
cheeks, you may need to wet
the pencil first. 

Tie the ribbon into a neat bow trimming the ends as
necessary. Put a dab of glue onto the back of the bow
and press firmly into place just below the face.

Velour

Patterned�
Fabric

Right Sides Of Both Fabrics�
Facing Inwards

Patterned Fabric

Tracing

Chalk

Line

Fold In Here

To Shape

Actual Size



Sailing
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By Helga Dharmpaul

Materials Required:
Tracing paper: TR001.
Single needle pricking tool or needle
pressed into a cork.
Pricking mat, clear sticky tape and
masking tape.
Madeira metallic threads: 338 Blue,
315 Red and 357 Green.
Brown cotton or a single strand of
stranded cotton.
Card mount DF03U Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing

paper over the diagram
on the right and mark
each dot taking care 
not to move the tracing
while working.

Place the opened card
face up on a pricking
mat. Position the traced
design on the centre
panel of the card and fix
in place with masking
tape so that it does not
move. Prick each hole
through the tracing and
the card mount using 
the single needle tool.

Secure the thread ends with a little clear tape
on the reverse of the card. Using brown thread
begin with the mast bring the needle up at hole 1
and down at hole 2, up at 3 and down at 4.
Continue in the same way until all the holes are
used. Once you have worked all the way to the
top, work down the other side thereby crossing
over the first row of stitches coming up at 5 and
down at 6, up at 7 and down at 8, continue to 
the end.

Still using brown thread work the hull by
bringing the needle up at hole 1 and down at
hole 2, back up at 3 and down at 4. Continue in
this way until all the holes have been used.

Actual Size
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Work the sails in the same way as
the hull using the metallic red thread
and the flag using metallic green.
Make a row of backstitch round the
flag to define the edge using the same
holes.

Using blue metallic thread work
the waves as shown in the first wave
picture below. Beginning on the left
hand side, bring the needle up at hole
1 and down at 11, up at 2 and down
at 12. Continue in this way until you
reach hole 21.

Using the lower
wave picture as a
guide, go down as
usual at hole 21 and
come back up at 11.
Hole 11 is the first hole
you went down and
will therefore already
have been used once.
Continue along the
wave using each hole
twice, the last few 
holes will only be used
once as have the first
few holes.

Glue the flap closed
over the back of the
work to finish the card.

This Father’s Day card is made from the
same design but uses an aperture card. I have
worked the design on a piece of blue marl-
marque card overlaying the ‘sea’ with green.

You can easily backstitch a greeting, do 
this directly onto the card mount. Trace and
prick through the dots in the same way as
given for the main design then stitch over 

in your chosen colour.
Once finished glue the work into

the card and glue the card closed in 
the usual way.



Snookered
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By Margo Morton

Materials Required:
Green felt 100mm x 155mm.
22 Pale coloured beads approx. 5mm diameter.
Black felt tipped pen.
Craft knife.
Happy Father’s Day peel off sticker.
Strip of lightweight wood (Balsa or similar) 
6mm x 6mm x 40cm.
Acrylic paints: Yellow, Green, Brown, Pale Blue,
Pale Pink, Black, Red and White.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U, White.

To Make The Card:
Draw the ‘D’ and the spot for the black ball

onto the felt using the black pen. Position and
glue the felt onto the card a little above centre

to allow for the greeting. If preferred the felt can
be stuck on with photomount instead of glue.

Cut the strip of wood into lengths, 2 at 75mm
and 4 at 58mm. Using a sharp knife shape the
edges as shown and glue into place on the felt
‘table’ leaving gaps for the pockets.

Dip 15 of the beads in red paint and one bead
in each of the other colours, leave aside until dry.
Glue the beads into position on the table and add
the peel off message.

The design on the left fits into an aperture card,
and the border on an AP02P card makes a perfect
edge for the table. The table itself is made from
green felt, the ‘balls’ are paper dots made using a
standard hole punch and coloured card.

To make the snooker cue roll a small piece of
brown paper into a tight coil, glue the end so it
does not unroll. Place the brown paper onto a
piece of cream paper with the end sticking out and
roll up at an angle so that it tapers. Trim the end to
length. My ‘chalk’ is a piece of blu-tack placed on
the side of the card, it holds itself in place.



Joy Myatt
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Designer Profile
My reasons for 

starting to make my
own cards came simply
from going to buy a
card from a shop and
being appalled at just
how much they cost!
Extortionate prices (in
my opinion) and they
were never anything
special, plus they were
all much of a much-
ness. I felt sure I could

do better myself, so I thought I would give it a
go. Off I went to my local garden centre (I still
get my materials from there) and bought a 
selection of dried flowers. I also rummaged in

my bedding box at home where I have always
stored left over fabrics, wool, felt - you name it,
I’ve probably got it!

Then of course I needed the cards and
envelopes. At first I didn’t know where to get
them from so I went to a High Street stationery
shop, that avenue was far too expensive. Then 
a lady I know who makes pressed flower gifts
told me about Craft Creations and you have 
been supplying me ever since.

Anyway then I sat
down and began to
make cards to send to
friends and family.
Word got around, as
fortunately it does and
I started, by request, to
make them for anyone
who wanted them just
charging enough to
cover the cost of the
materials, and am still
doing so.
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I can’t honestly say
where my ideas come
from, I think they must
be subliminal. If I am
requested to make a
card with a certain
theme, I love to use
‘artistic license’ and 
no two cards are ever
exactly the same, I
couldn’t churn out
cards like on a produc-
tion line as the creative
side of me would rebel.
I just love to create new
designs and ideas really
are endless, aren’t they?

One just needs to have 
a lot of patience and a
great variety of materials.
I am possessed with
what I call the ‘fiddle 
factor ’ and can sit for hours and hours
experimenting with an idea.

Reading other Designer Profiles in 
our magazine (I think of the magazine as
‘ours’, and not ‘yours’) many people seem
to have attended an art or design course, 
I have no training for my hobby at all. I
just picked it up as I went along, proving
that if I can do it anyone can. I have to 
say that I applaud all the work featured 
in the magazine and some of the designs

are really beautiful.

As I have a family
to look after as well 
as working part time
(every morning), 
my hobby has to be
confined to evenings,
weekends and when-
ever I can steal a few
minutes (e.g. whilst
waiting for the pota-
toes to boil). I sneak
into my workroom
and carry on with
what I am making.

That’s the beauty
of many types of craft
work - we can stop
and start as and when
we want to.
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Yes, sometimes I have
got carried away and
the dinner has had to 
be rescued! But that
doesn’t matter, I just
love it. 

The only real 
drawback is that
before I took up this
hobby I did not need
to wear spectacles -
now I do!



This card has been stitched using DMC
thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads may
give a slightly different, although equally 
pleasing, finished result. 
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DMC                              ANCHOR MADEIRA

A  -  797      Blue                      132             0913
B   -  White  White                       1          White
C  -  3774    Flesh                   1010             0306
D  -  976      Tan                        363             2211
E   -  975      Brown                  349             2303
F   -  3446    Deep Green         257             1407
G  -  3447    Med Green          255             1408
H  -  3448    Light Green         254             1409
I    -  310      Black                     403           Black
J    -  822      Pale Fawn            387             2001
     -  310      Black Outlines    403           Black
     -  797      Blue Outlines      132             0913
     -  -           Silver Outlines        -                   -
     -  3447    Med Grn Lines   255             1408

By Sue Dix
Stitched on 14 count Blue Aida using 2

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch and french knots. This design fits an
AP53U card. Stitch count: Width 49 x Depth 49.
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This is
an example
of how the
shirt and
shorts could
be changed
to stripes to
suit another
team.



By Karen Duford
Both of these designs are

stitched on 14 count Aida
using 2 strands for the cross
stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch.

The bee design is worked
on Blue Aida and fits into a
BK03U. Stitch Count: width
14 x depth 50.

The flower is worked on
Cream Aida and fits into a
AP19G card. Stitch Count:
width 11 x depth 22.

These designs have been
stitched using DMC thread.
Using Anchor or Madeira
threads may give a slightly
different, although equally
pleasing, finished result. 

Quick Stitch
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DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  973      Bright Yellow      290             0105
B   -  White  White                       1           White
C  -  310      Black                    403            Black
D  -  552      Purple                  109             0804
E   -  562      Green                   205             1213
F   -  727      Yellow                  293             0109
     -  310      Black lines           403            Black
     -  561      Dk. Green lines  230             1301
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are in the correct position. Tape
the tracing so that it does not
move and using the pen and
gold ink go over the Easter
wording. If you prefer you could
use peel off stickers for this.

Cut out the cross using the
dimensions shown on the dia-
gram overleaf which is actual
size if you prefer to trace it.

Cut the sticky fixers into
pieces, stick the pieces onto the
back of the cross and leave it
aside for later.

Align Top And Side Of Tracing Here

Edge Of Card Mount

Aperture

By Margaret 
Barton-Brookes

Materials Required:
Pale Green paper 90 x 160mm.

Tracing/parchment paper 120 x 160mm.

Holographic card 80 x 120mm.

1 Sheet of Rainbow parchment paper.

Mapping pen with White, Green and 
Gold ink.

Pale Green oil pastel.

Lavender oil and tissues or kitchen roll.

Hole punch and 2 sticky fixers.

A pin and piece of polystyrene or foam.

12 Small beads, mixed colours.

Peel Off Stickers: PE031 Gold.

Scissors/knife and masking tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: AP35G White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Trim the tracing paper to 90 x 160mm

reserving the strip cut off to use later.
Position the tracing paper over the dia-
gram aligning the top and side of the
sheet where shown to ensure the words
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Position the Easter
Blessings traced sheet over
the diagram on the right
lining up the wording on
the sheet with the wording
on the diagram. Trace the
stems in green ink. You
could also faintly mark in
the position of the cross if
desired.

Run a thin line of glue
round the back of the aper-
ture on the card mount, not
too close to the edge. Hold
the card over the tracing
and line up the wording in
the aperture, lower the card
and press into place. Glue
the green paper behind the
tracing taking care not to
get any glue on the back of
the tracing as it will show
through, glue the card
closed.

Peel the backing off the
sticky fixers on the cross and
stick onto the tracing. Using
green ink draw the stems across
the front of the cross.

I find the green on the rain-
bow parchment too deep for
making leaves so I have
coloured the strip of tracing

paper reserved earlier.
Lightly colour with the oil
pastel then using a little
lavender oil on a folded 
tissue, lightly rub over the
oil pastel until the colour is
smooth and even. Use the
pen with green ink to draw
26 leaves onto this green
paper adding a centre vein
to each. They should be a
little varied in size so free-
hand drawing is fine. As a
guide to the
size, on the
right are
examples of
the smallest
and largest
size I used.

Make approximately 12
flowers in various colours
using the following step 
by step diagrams and
instructions.

23mm

17mm

15mm

15mm

68mm

Punch six dots
in the same
colour from a sec-
tion of rainbow
paper.

Fold five of
them in half.
Place the sixth
dot onto the
polystyrene and
push the pin
through the cen-
tre to hold it still.

Using a small
dab of P.V.A. on
each folded petal,
position them
onto the pinned
circle as shown. 

When the glue
has dried gently
unfold the petals.
Glue a coloured
bead into the cen-
tre of the flower.

Glue the flowers and leaves
onto the card placing some on
the cross and some on the back-
ground. Allow some of the
leaves to overlap the lower 
edge of the aperture. 

Add a peel off sticker cross
to each of the four corners on
the card mount if desired.
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By Angie Betts

Materials
Required:
Tracing paper A5.
Pencil and masking tape.
Red corrugated card 
4cm x 4cm.
Yellow corrugated card
1cm x 2cm.
White Corrugated card
6cm x 16cm.
Knife and cutting mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: 
SF03U, Violet.

To Make The Card:
Each piece of the diagram will need to be

traced onto a separate area of tracing paper
(including the wings) as the flutes go in different
directions.

Trace the various parts from the diagram
marking the direction of the flutes from the lines
in each shape and leaving enough space between
each shape to cut. 

Place the corrugated card face down, then 
a section of the traced design face down onto

this, making sure it is the
correct colour card for 
the selected piece. Turn 
the tracing round until 
the lines inside the shape
are going in the same
direction as the flutes on
the card. 

Tape the tracing into
place and re-trace over 
the outer line to transfer
the shape to the card. Do
this with each segment in
turn following the colour
guide.

Using a sharp knife cut
out each of the shapes, 
cut a hole for the eye
where marked on each
bird. Assemble the pieces
onto the card glueing into
place as you go.

Actual Size
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This design is shown in a
AP04G card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut
and the red lines show glue.
Cut out parts shown. Cut
between hair and face as
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.

Cut out all parts shown.
Cut trousers back and front.
Cut between hair and col-
lar. Sticky fix lower part
into place and glue where
shown. Fold fringe up at
the hat line. Sticky fix head
and nose into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
the hat brim from the band
and flower. Sticky fix brim,
band with leaf attached and
flower into place glueing
where shown. Sticky fix all
other parts into place and
glue turn-up where shown.

Jill Fawley & Janet Pryor

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or Silicone adhesive. 
3D Découpage paper: DC116 to DC127.
Card mount: See instructions.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print, this layer

will need to be mounted into the card at different stages
depending on the design. For the toy designs mount the
first layer onto or into the card before starting. For the
wildlife designs do not mount until you have worked all
the layers as many of the pieces have to be glued outside
the picture area.

You can use either silicone adhesive or sticky fixers to
separate the layers. Sticky fixers
are too large as they come and
should be cut into about eight
pieces or smaller if necessary.

When the instructions call
for glueing, place the sticky
fixer as far as possible from the
area to be glued.

White gaps on the diagrams
show a cut and red lines
show glue. Cut out parts as
shown. Cut frill under chin
as shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue dress, bow
and neck where shown.

Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix leg into place and
glue the top tucking it under
the dress of the previous
layer. Cut between hair and
arm and gently curve this
bit of arm down. Sticky fix
hair and arm into place.

Cut out hair and bow as
shown. Sticky fix both into
place and glue hair where
shown. 
This design is shown
mounted onto a DEC1U
card.
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This design is shown
mounted onto a DEC6U.
White gaps on the diagrams
show a cut and the red
lines show glue. Cut out
ted as shown. Cut between
back arm and leg where
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
under chin and between
arm and tummy where
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.

White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and
the red lines show glue.
Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue to the previous
layer just outside the
picture edge.

Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix top leaves
into place and glue just
outside the picture area.
Sticky fix top squirrel
and paw into place.
Sticky fix lower squirrel
and branch into place
glueing branch just out-
side picture.

Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix top squirrel’s
head into place. Cut
lower squirrel at tail,
legs and head where
shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue where
shown.
This design is shown in
an AP02U card. 

White gaps on the diagrams
show a cut and the red lines
show glue. Cut out parts
shown. Cut between large
rock and sand in the two
places marked. Sticky fix
into place and glue beach
where shown. glue edges to
previous layer just outside
picture area.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix pebbles into place tuck-
ing the end under the large
rock and glue there. Set
aside left otter’s face to use
later. Cut around legs where
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.
Glue edges to previous
layer outside picture area.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky fix left
otter head and chest into place,
sticky fix face saved on previous
layer onto this. Cut right otter
under chin and round leg where
shown. Sticky fix tail section into
place and glue top. Sticky fix chest
into place and glue top. Sticky fix
face into place.
This design is shown in an AP02G.

Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix ear and leg into
place glueing where
shown. Fold nose along the
stitch line. Sticky fix at tip
of nose and glue where
shown. Cut bow where
shown, sticky fix and glue.
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White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut
out elephant as shown. Cut
between legs and tummy
where shown. Sticky fix
and glue back legs into
place. Sticky fix rest into
place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between legs as shown.
Sticky fix and glue lower
leg into place. Cut head by
ear, cheek, trunk, chin and
bow. Place sticky fixer on
ear, cheek, trunk, bow and
arm - and glue rest of face
to previous layer.

Cut out bow. Cut between
loops and tails as shown.
Bend the tails to give
shape. Sticky fix into place
and glue loops where
shown.
This design is shown in 
an AP53U card. 

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between tail where shown
and snow by leg. Sticky
fix back bird’s tail and
snow, glueing snow
where shown. Sticky fix
rest into place and glue
just outside picture area.

Cut out part as shown.
Cut where shown and
sticky fix into place glue-
ing where shown.
This design is shown in
an AP02G card. 

White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and red
lines show glue. Cut out
all parts shown. Cut back
fox’s leg as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue the
bottom and side edge to
the previous layer just
outside picture area. Glue
fox’s leg as shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
back fox’s snout where
shown. Sticky fix and
glue. Cut the other two
fox bodies as shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue just outside picture
area. Glue foxes where
shown.

Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix ear into place
and glue base. Cut both
snouts as shown, sticky
fix into place and glue
where shown. Sticky fix
foreground into place
glueing to previous layer
just outside picture area.
This design is shown in
an AP02P card.

White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut
out parts shown. Cut
snow along hills and
round back bird as
shown. Sticky fix the
snow in place and glue
where shown. Sticky fix
rest into place and glue
where shown. Glue out-
side picture area.
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By Conny Jones
It is very difficult to explain how to do Fimo

cards, I just keep moulding the Fimo until I am
satisfied, making up the designs as I go along.
Most objects start off as balls and are either
moulded, flattened, rolled or cut into the re-
quired shapes. Colours are mixed and blended 
to get the right shade. It’s so easy because you
can’t spoil anything. If it’s not right, you roll
your Fimo up into a ball and start again!

Materials Required:
Fimo: Yellow, Green, White, Orange, Brown, 
Red and Black.
Mulberry paper: Orange and Pale Green.
A pin for marking.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Fimo varnish.
Card mount: AP07U, Pale Yellow.

To Make The Card:
To begin with I have written some general

guidelines for working with Fimo which I have
found useful.
1. To mould Fimo always knead until soft so it
gives a smooth finish.
2. If you are mixing colours always begin with
the pale colour and add the darker colour a little
at a time, for example to make pink, begin with 
a small ball of white, add a pinch of red and
knead, add another pinch of red to darken fur-
ther and again as necessary.
3. Work onto a board and place completed items
onto kitchen foil ready to bake.
4. You can add detail with a pin (for leaves), a
comb, blunt tools and anything else you can
think of.
5. Always smooth rough edges, it really makes
all the difference to the finished result.
6. To add ears to an animal always make two
holes in the head first with a blunt tool. Then
flatten two identical sized balls, fold them
around the tip of a blunt tool and push them 
into the holes.
7. Never just stick the eyes onto the face, always
make two tiny holes first with a pin. Roll two

minute balls, pick them up with the tip of the pin
and place them in the ‘sockets’.
8. The diagrams are all roughly full size so you
can check your work as you go by simply placing
it onto the relevant
diagram, small 
differences in size
and shape will not
matter.

Begin with the
three leaves in medi-
um green, cut the
jagged edges
and mark the
veins with a
knife blade or
a pin. Place
the leaves on
the foil over-
lapping the
bases.
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Make a thin flat oval
for the base of the nest.
Make very thin strands
by rolling the Fimo on a
board under your hand,
make one in green and
the rest in various
shades of pale brown.
Shape the nest placing
the strands onto the
base, keep the
green strand
for near the top
of the nest.
Place the nest
onto the leaves.

Make three
complete eggs
from white and
one half egg
with a cracked edge, hollow
this out with the end of a
paintbrush. Place them into
the nest and add a couple of
small pieces of
broken shell.

The daffodil
petals and
trumpets are
made separate-
ly and then
assembled.
Make the
petals as
shown, place three
petals in a circle, then
three more offset onto
them. The trumpets are
made from a circle of
orange. Cup the circle
gently to shape and
press onto the centre of
the petals using the end
of a paintbrush, keeping the paintbrush in the
trumpet to hold it still mould the trumpet giving
it a wavy top edge. Make a tiny ball for the 
centre of each trumpet, pick up with a pin and
place into the centre. 

Make each complete flower before placing it
carefully onto the design, allowing the petals
from each flower to overlap the others and take
care not to distort the nest or other flowers.

Make two orange feet for the chick. Make the
body from yellow by rolling a ball approx. 8mm

then pinch between thumb and fore-
finger to make a pear shape. Press
gently onto the feet. Make a ball for
the head approx. 6mm in diameter.
Make an
orange beak
and press onto
the head.
Make two tiny
black eyes, use
a pin to make
a little hole
either side of
the head and
add the eyes.
Gently press
the assembled
head onto the body and place the
chick next to the nest.

Make a ball approx. 6mm for
the ladybird and flatten to an oval,
cut off one end to shape as shown. Roll a small
black ball for the head, flatten slightly and cut an
end to the same size and shape as the piece cut
from the body. Press the head onto the body.
Mark the body with a pin and add tiny black
dots making holes with a pin first as before.
Place in position on a leaf with a gentle press.

Bake the Fimo following the instructions on
the packet, usually 20 minutes at 130o. While the
Fimo is baking, tear the orange paper to a pleas-
ing shape and glue it into the card behind the
aperture, glue the card closed. Tear a piece of the
pale green paper to shape and glue this on top of
the orange paper leaving the trailing edges free
and allowing them to overlap the aperture. Once
the Fimo is cool, varnish it if you want a glossy
finish then wait for this to dry. Glue the design
onto the prepared card.

Cut
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Right: Margaret Whiteley, Cheshire. 
I have created this card in the style of a medieval
wall panel using pressed flowers that would
have been available in the period.

Centre: Joy Williams, Oxfordshire. 
I have cut small squares from a piece of
mountboard and mounted patterned
fabric behind 3 and a gold pin in 1. The
stork and wording are peel off stickers.

Above: Carole Townshend, Cheshire.
Colour photocopy of one of my water
colour paintings.
Below: Christine Townsend, Warks.
This is a design and edging cut from a
wallpaper border.

Above: Ginny Adams, Bristol. 
Daffodils made using quilling paper, these 
have been mounted onto a piece of blue card to
contrast with the bright yellow of the mount.
Below: Margaret Vickers, Yorkshire. 
Braid cross hand stitched on a silk background
using gold and purple.

Left: Brenda Nickson, London. 
Rubber stamped images 3D découpaged
and coloured with felt tips.

Below: Natasha Barr, Dorset.
This is a colour photocopy of one of my
water colour paintings.
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Centre: D. J. Borrill,
Yorkshire. 
Flowers and vase 
are cut from an old
card, one flower and
two flower centres
have been quilled
onto this.
Left: Janet Grainger,
Yorkshire. 
Hand embroidered
design mounted in 
a bookmark.

Right: S. Browne, Kent. 
The teddy picture is taken from an old card,
mounted into an aperture, trimmed with lace.
Below: Margaret Bullen, West Sussex. 
Rubber stamped rabbit on a sponged and 
stencilled background.

Right: Sheelagh Tomsett, Herts. 
Glass painting on acetate backed
with mulberry paper with gold
stamped pawprints.

Above Right: 
Ceri Hedges,
London. 
Card made from
hand made paper
with a selection of
hand made papers
inside the little
envelope which
has been decorated
with some pressed
flowers.
Left: Anne Purdie,
Glasgow. 
I have cut a butter-
fly shape and then
decorated it with
clippings of foil.
The antennae are
flower stamens.
Right: L. Grant,
Cambridgeshire. 
A colourful collage
made with a large 
variety of fabric
scraps.

Left: Sylvia Dawes, Somerset. 
Quilled design with hand cut silver
leaves to match the leaves in the 
border design.
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Below: Pat Little, Bournemouth. 
Stencilled design using coloured oil sticks.

Above: Vera Bailey, Shropshire. 
3D Découpage using wrapping paper mounted
onto thin card. I have varnished the finished
piece of work.

Above: 
Mary Thrustle, Hull. 
Norwich stitch design using
shaded threads.

Above: Sheila Williams, Buckinghamshire. 
Beadwork chick on Aida fabric and backstitch
lettering.
Right: Joyce Jerome, Berkshire. 
The egg is made using gold paper covered with
multi-coloured mesh.
The wording and
egg design on the
front are printed off
my computer.
Below: Barbara
Beeforth, Cleveland. 
I have cut a fan
shape from card,
decorated it with
pressed flowers 
and a gold charm
trimmed with lace.

Below: 
Hazel Locke, Gloucester. 
Dark pink rose hand painted
onto fine absorbent paper. This
gives a lovely soft edge to the
paint strokes as they bleed into
the background.

Centre: Elizabeth Chapman, Shropshire. 
Hand painted water colour background with 
tatted flowers.
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Left: Susan Hubbard, Kent. 
Design drawn onto tracing paper,
coloured and backed with a pale 
green paper.
Below: A. Wallis, Co. Durham.
Silk flowers in the aperture trimmed
with daisy edging and peel off wording.

Above: Cynthia Bean, Cornwall.
I have cut a marbled sheet with shaped 
scissors. This has been simply decorated
using rosebuds, ribbon, beads and a peel 
off sticker.

Below: Rosemary Westley, 
Northampton. 
3D Découpage using silicone adhesive
and varnished.

Centre: Jenny
Reason, Spain. 
Embossed metal
design with red
jewel.
Far Left: Janet
Gooding, Devon.
Cross stitch
design with
beads.

Below: Dorothy Booker, York. 
Background is prismatic paper
and shaded tracing. The vases
and flowers are stamped and
embossed onto tracing paper
coloured with felt tipped pens.

Below: M. Frewin, Oxon. 
The egg design was drawn in
gold pen then sequin shapes
glued on. Once dry I outlined
all the sequins in gold.
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